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MILITARY VERSUS CMUANAIR CARGO TRAINING FOR HAZARDOUS MATERL4L
Bruce A.Rothwell, Wayne Harsha, and Theodore Clever

ABSTRACT
This paper addressed differences in the way air cargo handlers are trained in the military and civilian sectors. The
paper reviewed the training process and determined which provided the most knowledgeable graduates. A brief review
of the history of hazardous material accidents and incidents was presented to demonstrate the need for continuous and
effective training. The main body of the paper addressed current directives and the current status of the industry. The
researchers collected information from military and civilians who were actively involved in the air transportation of
hazardous materials. These data were then used to test specific hypotheses concerning which group was more
knowledgeable and therefore, received the best training. The researchers found that there were generally no cWkrences
in the overall knowledge level of the nuhary and civilians tested concerning the air transport of hazardous materials.
However, there were statisticallys i w c a n t cWkrences hund between the two different kinds of civilian carriers. There
were also sigdicant differences between military and civilian HAZMAT specialists when the individual's number of
years of experience was taken into consideration.
BACKGROUND
Arguably the most publicized case of mishandling
hazardous materials in the air transportation system
stemmed b m the 19% crash involving Valujet flight 592
that killed 110 people (Mokhiber, 1999). The probable
cause of the Valujet tragedy was a fire in the aircraft's
class-D cargo compartment. Oxygen generators illegally
placed on the aircraft as company material cargo started the
iire. Although the generators caused the fire, there were
several contributing factors that lead to the accident
("Chemical Oxygen," 1997). The generators were not
properly prepared, packaged or labeled and the individuals
directly involved had not received appropriate training in
the handling of hazardous materials. The oxygen
generatorsplaced onboardthe ill-fated Valujet aircraft were
improperly identified as empty. The generators were also
missing safety caps that were required to be installed
anyttme they were removed from the original a i d . The
generatorsprovide emergency oxygen to airline passengers
through a chemical reaction. However, the creation of the
oxygen also produces heat in the 450 to 500 degrees
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Fahrenheit (232 to 260 degrees centigrade) range
("Chemical Oxygen," 1997). In December of 1999,
SabreTech was convicted on eight counts of mishandling
hazardous materials resulting in the crash of Valujet flight
592 (Mokhiber, 1999).
Beckham (1999) discusses three different categories of
accidents and places the 1996 Valujet crash in the group
called systemsaccidents. These accidents are characterized
as the result of confusion caused by our complex
organizations and management of dangeroustechnologies.
The Valujet crash was "...a web of events that ricocheted
into catastrophe: mismarked crates, botched paperwork,
poorly stored equipment, [and] pressure for profits.. .[all]of
these things, individually insignificant and seemingly
unrelated, conspired to bring the plane down" (Beckham,
1999, p. 52). Basically, the daily management of complex
organizations and technologies will inevitably result in
failures that lead to accidents. ThenSore, the more complex
the solutionsto an accidentbecomes, the more risk is added
of an accident happening in the future (Beckham, 1999).
Although the Valujet crash may be the most recognized
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example of hazardoussubstancescontriiutingto an airaircraft
accident or incident, it is by no means the only recent
example. Also in 1996, a fire destroyed a Federal Express
DC-10. Although the crew escaped, the fire destroyed a 95
million dollar aircraft and most of its 300 million dollar
cargo ("After Smoke," 1998).Ahhough the probable cause
of the fire was listed as wming from an undetermined
origin, investigatorsbelieve that flammable liquids inside
a DNA qnthshr may have been the initial ignition
source. Investigators found larger amounts of flammable
flui&inthesynthesizertpanwould~~)~appearifthe
unit had been correctly purged prior to air shipment.

'

Becausethesynthesizerwasrequhdtobepurged,itwas
shipped as (mn-hazardous) general cargo. Investigators
also felt the synthesizer contained less fluid after the fite
than before it started. A search of the cargo for undeclared
hazadommaterialsafterthefirerevealedsevenaerosal
cans, dather containers containing small amountsof
hamdous substances, and over 90 pounds ofmarijwm. In
addition, there were two containers of liquid with flash
points of only 140 and 149 deFahrenheit (60 and 65
degrees c e n t i H ) ("After Smoke," 1998).
In 1991, after a fight landed in Greemboro, NC, a fire
was found in the aimaft's cargo compartment. After the
fire was
investigators searched through 28
pieces of pasager luggage and found undeclared
hazardousnmterials.Onepassenger's bags produced a teargas device. Another passenger's luggage revealed two
bottles of dichloromehne, which is volatile, toxic, and a
d c . Other bags produd lamp oil and safety matches
(Chipkevich, 19%).
Undeclared shipments of hazardous materials are less
likely tobe correctlypadcag4which further increasestheir
risk (Rogers, 2001). Undeclared hazardous materials pose
thegreatestrisktothoseonandaroundaircraft(Wamer&
Rooney, 1997). At the time of the Valujet crash, Valujet
had a policy in place of refusing to ship all items identified
as HAZMAT.Therefore, a significant potential problem is
unidentified HAZMAT in the cargo compartments of
passenger carryingairliners. Sometimes,these packagesare
shipped through the United States Postal Service
("Chemical Oxygen," 1997).Unless a package is identified
ascontaininghazardovsmaterials, carriersare not required
to ask about the contents for air shipments within the
United States ("After Smoke," 1998). "In fact, undeclared
shipments appear to pose the greatest hazards in the world
of dangerous goodsn (Forsyth, 1998, p. 46).
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Although the Valujet tragedy is on everyone's mid, it

was a 1973crash of a 707 in Boston that brought the need
for air transjwrtation of HAZMAT to the attention of the
public and governing agencies alike. The Boston crash
resulted from the 707 carrying nitric acid, which leaked,
causing a fire. The fire caused smoke and the smoke
pre\lientedthe crew from safely flying the aircraft.It was the
Boston crash more than anything else that led to the
creation of Annex 18, The Safe Transport &Dangerous
goods by Air (and other detailed and technicalMru&ms)
in 1983(Warner & b e y , 1997). Many of thesetechnical
insawtiom were created by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (JCAO) and came from
recommendationsby the UN Committee of Experts on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods and the Intmational
AtomicEnergy Agency (Warner& Roomy,1997). In 1995,
the United Nations published Recommendations on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods which was created by the
UN Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangenws
Goods to M t a t e the safe transport ofdangerous cargo.
In-fight Gres are rare, but do occur. In 1988, an
American A i r k flight also experienceda fire in its classD cargo coLike the Valujet crash,thecrew was
unaware of the fire until it breached the cargo area and
smoke entered the cabin. However, unlike the Valujet
crash, the passengers and crew were all able to &ly
escape after landing. Impmperly packaged unidmtifkd
hazardous materials started the fire in that incident
("Chemical Oxygen," 1997).
In addition to the notable HAZMAT instances above,
therehave been several other incidents. For example, solidstate rocket fuel cargo may have been a contriiuting factor
in the crash ofa South African Airways 747-200 thatkilled
159 in November of 1987. Although the crash was
attributed to a fire ofunknown ignition sources, at least one
forensics investigator testified that the probable cause was
solid-state rocket fuel carried on the aircraft ("Rocket
Fuel," 2000). Also, investigators have found that an El A1
Israel 747 that crashed into an apartment building in
Amsterdam was carrying chemicals that can be used to
make nerve gas (Forsyth, 1998).
HAZMAT incidents also occur during baggage loading
operations. In October 1997, with passengers already
onboardan American Airlines flight scheduledfrom Miami
to Ecuador, baggage handlers dropped a package off a
conveyor belt at planeside. The package contained the
w m i v e pesticide Dowicide A that burst and resulted in a
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noxious dust (Forsyth, 1997). The chemical Dowicide A is
strong enough to eat through metals. A Miami Florida
freightforwarder had tried to ship ten 50-pound bags of the
pesticide as excess baggage on the flight. Most alarming
about this incident was that the man-s'
warning
labels were not visiile to the airline because they had been
covered up (Forsyth, 1997).
Obviously, companies that specialize in air cargo
shipments must remain alert to the transportation of
dangerous goods. Commercial passenger airlines also have
a lot riding on the training of their people but corporate
operators must remain v i h t concerning the
transportation HAZMAT as well. As with the other forms
the corporate operators can
of air -on,
unknowingly carry HAZMAT too. For example, one
corporate operator was penalized 375,000 dollars for
unwittingly carrging a flammable substance within the
cockpit of one of their flights (Trautveller, 2200).

HMMATviolationscanstemhmmanydiEerentthings
includingthe willful transportaton of a known dangerous
substance to the unintended transportation of everyday
substancesthat are, none the less, hazardous. In addition to
the hazardous mataids that have gotten on board aircraft
and caused problems, there are several notable imtamm
where the HAZMAT was found and stoppedbefore getting
on the intended aircraft or was found at the completion of
a safe shipment. For example? in 1999, Ocean Spray
C m k r i e s was cited for trying to ship three five-gallon
plastic containers of grapehit oil without the proper
identification. The grapefruit oil is categorized as a
flammable liquid (Sobie, 1999). When a retail chain tried
to air ship a gallon of paint in a filmboard box, the FAA
charged them with several different Mactions. The
company failed to "...comply with DOT Title 49
regulations for packaging, labeling, marking, classing,
describing and documenting the product, as well as for
[=ling to ensure] that its employees were adequately
trained and that emergency response information was
availablen(Thomas, 200 1,p. 32). There is even an example
of a passenger with fireworks in a carry-on bag being
stopped from boarding an a i d in St. Louis (Martin,
1999).
The FAA on impose a penalty even if the carrier refuses
to ship improperly marked dangerous cargo. For example,
a company tried unsucoessfully to ship 525 gas cigarette
lighters and received a proposed 165,000dollar fine (Sobie,
1999). Not knowing the law and attempting to ship
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hazardous materials is not a valid defense against FAA
citations and penalties (Thomas, 2001). However, more
significant than a penalty would be the temble knowledge
that one had contributed to the destruction of an aircraft
and loss of lives that accompanied a HAZMAT induced
accident.
Since the Valujet crash, the FAA increased its HAZMAT
workforce by about 500 percent. The larger manpower pool
also increased the number of penalties enforced against
companiesfor noncompliance withHAZMATrequirements
(Marth, 1999; Forsyth, 1998). In 1998, the FAA issued
more than 19 million dollars in fines for alleged luadous
material violations. The 19 million dollar figure was up
more than 750 percent since 1996, the year ofthe Valujet
crash. Further, the number of air safety incidents that
involved hazardous substances totaled 1,369 in 1999
(Sobie, 1999). In 1987, 163 hazardous material releases
were reported to the DOT HazardousMaterialsInformation
System (HMIS). Ten years later the number rose to 1,015
incidents. In 1990, 21 percent of the releases were for
undeclared hazardous shipments. In 1997, the percentage
of undeclared hazardous s h i p n t s was 35 percent of all
shipments involved in an incident ("After Smoke," 1998).
The carriers receive a premium for each hazardous
shipment. The premium can be as much as 150 percent of
the price chargedfor general cargo (Gethin, 19%). Fmther,
carriers make more money when they can fly with a full
load. M o r e , when there is available space, C
O
carriers have to make effective use of it to remain
competitive.
The military has not been immune from hazardous
material incidents OR their aircraft. Voge and Tolan (1993)
conducted a study that looked at a decade's (January 1980
to January 1990) worth of military incidents. Within the
ten-year period, the United States Air Force reported 239
hazardous cargo incidents. It must be noted that not all of
these incidents were hazardous material related. However,
75 percent of the incidents were the result of he1 spills.
The next most fresuent ategory was corrosives, explosives,
caustics and acids combined. The third most frequent
incident in the Air Force involved solvents. The cause of
many dthese incidentswas the incorrect preparation ofthe
cargo manifest, and not draining fuel tanks and engines.

~
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HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRAMMG
The problems p m t e d in the background section of this
paper can generally all be traced to a breakdown in
training. If a companywants to avoid HAZMAT violations,
education is their only option (Marth, 1999). Training is
vital to ensuring the safe transport of HAZMAT, everyone
that might be involved needs to understand and comply
with the requirements (Warner & Rooney, 1999). One
major problem is that companies do not have sufficient
trained personnel to handle all shifts. Another common
FAA h e is for freight forwarden not axti@ing employee
training (Sobie, 1999). dmpounding the problem is that
even if a company refuses to ship any hazardous cargo they
must still keep their employees trained so they can identify
mislabeled shipments (Sobie, 1999).
One of the contributing hcbn in the Valujet crash was
that the airline did not accept hazardous shipments and
their people were not tkmiliat with the handling or
identification of these items. "This means that those
transportation providen trying to get out of the business
can never completelyescapethe need foreducation'' ((Sobie,
1999, p. 35). The best way to comply with Title 49
regulations is to thoroughly train a l l workers that are
involved in packing and or shippingof hazardous materials
(Thomas, 2001). The NTSB report following the Valujet
crash stated that neither Sabre-Tech nor Valujet had an
employee-training course for hamdous material
identification. Sabre-Tech appeared to rely on the previous
experience of their work€orce to identify HAZMAT
("Chemical Oxygen," 1997).
Most would agree that people involved in the
transportation of HAZMAT should receive training. This
training should cover the substances they handle and be at
a level that equals their mponsibilities. The training
should include familiarization with applicable
requhments, specific aspects of their individual job in
relation to the dangerous items they will come in contact
with, and safety aspects to include an emergency response
("RecommendationsOn,"1995).The shipperiswponsible
for i d e n m g and labeling the contents of each hazardous
shipment (Kole, 2001). Although it is vital to have
eveqoneknowledgeable,the "experts say the responsibility
over undeclared goods rests with shippersand that any new
regulations will have to include new standards for
education" (Forsyth, 1998, p. 47).
Most HAZMAT violationsresult from not knowing or not
understanding the HAZMAT regulations (Martin, 1999).
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United Airlines has devised a 50question checklist to aid
their people who accept hazardous substances for air
shipment. United has individuals, called Dangerous Goods
Specialists who reoeive extensive and annual merit
training. United acknowledges there are not enough of
thesetrained specialists to locate them evewhere HAZAT
is accepted. Therefore,United also mans a dangerousgoods
hotline with these specialists to assist their agents who do
not have the same level of training. The majority of
hazardous materials flown on United aircraft come from
their own Stores Department and is called company
material (Kole, 2001).

REQUIREMENTS
The transportationof HAZMAT was first regulated in the
United States in the last half of the 1800s. The Departmmt
of Transportation became the responsible agency for the
safe musport of hazardous materials in 1966. The
regulations that govern the movement of HAZMAT are
published in 49 Code of Federal Regulations Parts 100
through 189. Employee training is currently mandated for
everyone who loads, unloads, prepares for shipment,
prepares paperwork, or handles hamdous material by 49
CFR Part 172 (Bierlein, 19%).
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49 (the federal
hazardous materials transportation law) regdates k
transportation of HAZMAT within the United States.
Among other things, it requires the training of a l l
HAZMAT employees. The training must be consistent,
provide for testing of the material covered in the training
and be documented for each employee receiving the
training. Topics for the training are nearly identical to the
Dangerous Goods Regulation. The only addition is that
people who operate a motor vehicle must also receive driver
is that all employees must be
training. Also s-ed
trained within ninety days of being hired or changing the
nature of their job. Just like in the Dangerous Goods
Regulation, employees must be tested on the training and
periodically receive refresher training.
The International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Dangerous Goods Regulation (2000) is updated annually
and provides air carriers and shippers the technical data
needed to comply with government regulations and airline
industry standards. The information contained within the
Dangerous Goods Regulations are based on Annex 18 to
the Chicago Convention and the Technical hstmctions for
the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goodsby Air ("Dangerous
Goods," 2000,p. xi). The Dangerous Goods Regulations
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call the need for training "essential" for the safe transport
of thesemateMs. The training mpiredby the Dangerous
Goods Regulations range from familiarization to detailed
training. The purpose ofthe Dangerous Goods Regulations
are simply stated as "...to provide procedures for the
shipper and the operator by which articles and &stam%
with hazardous p e e s can be safely transported by air
on all commercial air trausport" ("Dangerous Goods,"
2000, p. xi). The IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations
statesthatitis
...applicable to: all airlines which are Members
or AssociateMembers ~ I A T Aall
; airlineswhich
are a party to the IATA Multilateral Interline
Td~Agreement-Carg0;anddlshimaad
agentsthat offer consignmentsof dangerousgoods
to these operatons. ("Dangerous Goods," 2000, p.
1)
Section 1.5 ofthe Dangerous GoohRegulations
(2008) details the various training requitements for
shippers and transporters. AU individuals involved in the
air shipment of dangerous goods must receive initial and

recurringtrahing.Therecurringtrainingmustocau~rery
24 months. Although the Dangerous Good!Regulations
(2000) specifil that training must take place, the spedics
on the type of training is purposefully vague. The
Replations only specify that the training must be
"co-ten
with the individual's responsibilities.
Further, the training must include three things. First,it
.. .
must provide for a general hmhmation with dangerous
goods procedures. Second, employees must be provided
"function specific"training. The function specifictraining

mustbedetailedforthetasktheb&idualperforms.Tbird,
employees must receive safety training to include
enmgenqrespansepmedms. In addition to amdudhg
the training, a record of the training must be kept along
with a cupy ofthe c d l i c a t e issued which indicatesthat a
test was satisfactorilycompleted at the end of the training
(''Dangerous Goods," 2000).
Although specifics on training are not included in the
Dangerous Goods Regulations (2000), the Regulations
provide a Minimum RequimnentsforTraining Matrix that
lists eight clasdications of employees (shippers, packers,
flightcrew,etc) and the aspects (limitations,classifications,
pahging, etc) they must be fi&liar with. The Regulations
also specify dangerous goods that because of their nature
are forbidden on aircraft at all times and under all
conditions. The Regulations also provide a detailed list of
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the nine different hazardous material classes and requited
packing groups. The classes are explosives (class I), gases
(class 2), flammable liquids (class 3), flammable solids
(class 4), oxidizing substances and organic pen,& (class
5), toxic and infectious (class 6), radioactive material (class
7), corrosives (class 8) and miscellaneous (class 9). The
three packing groups refer to great, medium, and low
danger and relate to the various hazardous material
classifications ("Dangerous Goods," 2000).
Although there are pre-pacbged training modules and
companiesthat sell HAZMAT training, it is the employer's
responsiiility to establish a training program far their
employees, the DOT does not approve individual, group,or
companyclasses. Even ifa companypays an outsideagency
to train their employees, the HAZMAT employer must still

certifythetrainingandtesting.Itisevenauthorkdfor
someone to train himself or hem&for example, if they are
an ownerqxmtor. The test thatemployees must take does
not have to be written and may instead be a demonstration
of skills learned ("Code W"1999). Although the 49 CFR
specifies the nature of the trainmg that must be
accomplishx3,the important point that the 49 CFR makes
is that the training only needs to be appropriate and
effective for the type of function that the specific employee
will perform. Therefore, there are an almost endless
number of training approaches and specifics taught.
"According to 49 CFR Part 172.2, no person can offer or
accept a HAZUAT for transportation by air d m thm
goods are P-ly
c-ed,
packaged, marked and
labeled, and in condition for shipment per the regs"
(Martin, 1999, p. 66). The HAZMAT regulations also
apply to passengerson commercial aircraft (hkth, 1999).
"HAZMATs himsported by air must be labeled to meet
the requirements of Subpart E of Part 172.400 in 49 CFR
to identify the material and as necessary, to give proper
warnings about handling it" (Mutin, 1999, p. 67). The
requirement is for each hazardous package to have a
hazardous label that specdies the hazardous contents.
Several substances have more than one type of hazardous
contents and must therefore, have v t e labels for each
different hazardous content within the package (Martin,
1999).
Employees are generally given training so they can
rec~gnizeHAZMAT labels. A problem with this training
is that the FAA estimates that one-half of all hazardous
material incidents are caused by undeclared shipments
(Forsyth, 1997). Unfortunately, "...it is nearly impossible
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to track improperly labeled dangerous goods shipments
until something goes wrong" (Forsyth, 1997, p. 34).
Therefore, regulators stress the importance of dangerous
goods education and training programs for all employees.
Within the United States there are several agencies
jurisdictionally involved in the area of hazardous materials.
DOT only regulates the transportation of HAZMAT, the
EPA has jurisdiction over the release of hazardous
substances into the air or ground, and OSHA is responsible
for the health and safety of workers involved with
HAZMAT (Currie, 1999). In those rare c h u m b n c e s
where the DOT, OSHA, and EPA have not exercised their
authority, the state and local governtnents can create
regulations for the protection of their citizens (Cume,
1999).
International and United States Federal law mandates
that the pilot in c w of the aircraft must be notified about
any HAZMAT placed on their a i d (Kole, 2001). As the
person mponsible for the safety of the aircraft, the pilot in
charge has the authority to refuse dangerousgoods on their
aircraft (Rogers, 2001).
The regulations that govern civilian air transportationof
dangerous goods to, from and through the US begin with
the United States Department of Transportation (DOT).
The US Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) is divided into
50 titles representing broad areas that are regulated by the
federal government. Title 49 CFR relates to transportation.
DOTS' Research and Special Programs Administration
creates the regulations that govern dangerous goods
transportation. All shipments of HAZMAT to, from and
through the US must comply with all aspects of 49 CFR
and other regulations (Martin, 1999).
The Federal Hazardous Materials Transportation Law, 49
CFR Parts 100-185 is the basic statute regulating the
transportation of dangerous goods in the United States.
of all
Civilian law r e q k the training and &cation
dangerous goods employees. Air Force Joint Manual 24204 (1997) is the governing regulation for training and
certification as a Air Force HAZMAT handler.
Air Force Joint Manual 24-204, titled Preparing
Hazardous Materials for Military Air Shipments (1997)
provides instructions for preparing HAZMAT for air
transportation aboard military aircraft. The regulation
incorporates infonuation contained in the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 49 (1999) and the International Civil
Aviation Technical Instruction. Attachment25 to Air Force
Joint Manual 24-204 (1997) is titled Hazardous Materials
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Initial and Refresher Training. The attachment explains
that individuals are assigned to one of f o u different
classifications based on the work performed. Further,
individuals are trained based on the function performed
with all individuals receiving the basic, or first level of
mining. Individuals assigned to any of the three higher
level receive more detailed training based on the functions
they perform.
CONTINUED NEED FOR HAZARDOUS
MATERIAL TRANSPORTATION
Since the Valujet crash, many companies have had to
rethinktheir hazardous material policies. Since the Valujet
crash,Continental Airlines Cargo will only accept four of
the nine clangemus goods classifications(Sobie, 1999).Not
using air shipments for dangerous goods may not be option
for some substances. Some items require speed of delivery
because they are exceptionally time- and temperaturesensitive. Some companies in the agricultural, health, and
chemical sectors must ship and receive biotech products
within very limited time windows (Hong, 1993). Many of
these shipments involve living cells that must be kept
frozen with dry ice. To comply with safety requirements,
the shipments are made in special containers that must be
properly labeled as HAZMAT (Hong, 1993). Faced with
fewer companies willing to handle HAZMAT, higher
prices, and increasedFAA oversight,many wony that more
shippers will try to hide or mislabel dangerous goods
tendered for shipment (Sobie, 1999).
Even companies that specialize in air cargo shipments
don't have a large volume of dangerous goods shipments.
FedEx reports HAZMAT shipments account for less than
one-half of one percent of their volume and UPS estimates
hazardous shipments are-lessthan one-tenth of one percent
of their business (Sobie, 1999).
PROCEDURES
Civilian and military hazardous material training are
Werent, yet both systems are designed to accomplish the
safe tramportation of HAZMAT. Since the training is
Werent, and errors are still present, one must logically
question if the effectiveness of one or the other method of
training is superior. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to determine if the knowledge level of the civilian or
military HAZMAT specialist was significantly different.
This research tested individuals from two separate
populations. The first was the trained and certified
dangerousgoods air cargo handlers employed by 16various
civilian air carrier and freight forwarder agencies located
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within San Antonio, Austin, and Houston, Texas. The
second was those milimy individuals perfotming
HAZMAT dutia at military hutallations located in the
southwest region of the US. Therefore, the individuals
tested within this research consisted of approximately 100
civilian dangerous goods employees and 100 military
HAZMATspecialists.
This research utilized an achievement test in the form of
swveys to collect data pertinent to the research hypotheses.
,-s
the mm!y ((see Appadix A) included
proficiency test mmmments in the areas of g e n e
knowledge of the inspection, idkntification, marking and
labeling, and compatiiility procednres of hazardous
materials required for &cation
by each population
gmup. Also, the achievement test testthe general
knowledge of recurring or follow-up training requirements
following initialbainingin HAZMATor dangerous goods.

Thetestwascreatedtobesimpleandgeaericw,eachtarget
population could answer to the best of their own
knowledge, without reference to the Hazardous Materials
Regulations (HMR).
Questions 1 and2ontheachievementtestaskedthe
respondent to h
itheir current employment position
and length ofemployment.Question3 asked the respondent
to acknowledge if they have ewer been trained in both
civilian and military HAZMAT or dangerous goods
handling. Questions 4 through 11 asked the respondent to
acknowledge generalized knowledge of the inpction,
identification, marking and labeling, compatibility, and
recurringor follow-up tTaining requirements of HAZMAT
or dangerous goods handling. Each survey question bad
threepossiile responses of which only one was corred The
incorrect answers were combined into one m n g category
for tabulation purposes.
As the data were nominal,the chi-squarewas seen as the
correct test of statistical significance. The chi-square
compared thecivilianpopulationto the militarypopulation
using the percent of correct and incorrect responses.
The mwey (see Appendix A) was hand-delivered or
mailed to the civilian and military populations using a predetemhed list of employers who had d e d hazardous
cargo employees. The authors conducted a telephone or

-

-

-

personal interview with a shiA supemisorto get permission
to distribute the tests and determine the number of
employees that were HAZMAT or dangerousgoods trained
and certified at each location. Each respective employer
made the determination of how many achievement tests
were requimi for his or her individual organization. OnEy
trained and oxtitled HAZMAT or dangerous goods
employees received the achievement test. The supervim
then distributed the swveys. A self-addressed stamped
envelope was included with a ccwer letter. Upon
completion, each respondent placed their completed test in
the envelope and mailed it to the authors.
Each employer received 20 percent more wver letters,
achievement tests, and self-addressed stamped envelopes
than they had employees. This was done to ensure a followup was accomplished within two weeks of the initial
distxi'bution. Due to the nature of the test, the authors
assured anOnymty to all companies and respomknts. Two
tests
weeks after the initial d i s t r i i o n of the achi-nt
supervisors were telephonically prompted to ask their
employees if any surveys had been lost or not completed,
and again offer the achievement tests to their employees
who had not yet responded.
RESULTS
One hundred surveys were mailed to civilian dangerous
goods employees and 100 surveys were mailed to military
HAZMAT spechbb. The authors received back 81 usable
civilian surveys for an effective response rate of 81percent.
The authors also receivedback 91 usable military surveys
for an &&the response rate of 91 percent. W o r e , the
werall response rate for this research was 86 percent
Because there was- an unequal number of military and
civilian respondents, all statistical comparisons were
normalized through the use of percentages.
Question 4 on the achievement test asked the nspondents
to iden*
the steps required to properly identify a
hazardous substancefor air shipment. To answer correctly
the respondents had to know that the hazardous material
must first be identified (recognized) in the Hazardaus
Substance Table and the quantity must equal or exceed the
Reportable Quantity located in the Hazardous Substance
Table.

- -
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Table 1
ComDarison of Ouestion 4 Results
Categories
Civilian
Militarv

Number responding

Number correct

Percentage correct

81
91

69
76

85.2
83.5

The data in Table 1 resulted in a chi-square value of
0.209762. With one degree of iieedom, the chi-squarevalue
equated to a 35.3 percent confidence level that the data
were different. Therefore,there was no statisticaldifference
between the percentage of correct responsesby the military
and civilian participants.
Question 5 of the achievement test asked the respondent
to accurately identify the form used to certify or document
hazardous materials or dangerous goods for air shipment.
To answer correctly, the respondents had to know that the
- Shippers Declaration for Dangerous Goods is the proper
document to certify dangemus goods for air shipment. One
hundred percent of both groups answered this question
correctly.

Question 6 of the achievement test asked the respondent
to accurately identify the regulation or regulations used for
marking, labeling, and iden-g
HAZMAT or dangerous
goods for air shipment. Again, 100 percent of both groups
answered this question correctly.
Question 8 of the achievement test asked the respondent
to accurately identifl the required markings for non-bulk
packaged cargo being shipped by air transportation if the
item were a hazardous substance. To answer correctly the
respondents had to know that an Identification (ID/TJN)
Number and proper shipping name was required on the
dangerous good.

Table 2
Cornmison of Ouestion 8 Results
Categories
Civilian
Militaw

Number responding
81
91

The data in Table 2 resulted in a chi-square value of
0.0 11592. With one degree of ffeedom the chi-squarevalue
equated to an 8.574 percent confidence level that the data
were different. Therefore, there was no statisticaldifference
in the way military and civilian personnel responded to this
question.
Question 9 on the achievement test asked the respondent
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Number correct

Percentage correct

78
89

96.3
97.8

to accurately identi@which labels display the hazard class
for HAZMAT or dangerous goods markings for cargobeing
shipped by air transportation. To answer correctly the
respondents had to know that the Primary and Subsidiary
labels must be aflkced with the hazard class of the
dangerous good being shipped.
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Table 3
Com~arisonof Ouestion 9 Results
Number responding
81
91

Categories
Civilian
Military

The data in Table 3 resulted in a chi-square value of
0.000545. with one degree of frethorn the chi-square value
equated to a 1.86 percent confidence level that the data
were different. Therefore, there was no difkrence between
military and civilian knowledge.
Question 10 on the achievement test asked the
respondent to accurately identify which table is used to

Number correct

Percentage correct

67
75

82.7
82.4

determine if HAZMAT or dangerous goods shipped by air
transportationmay be stowed next to each other. To answer
correctly the respondents had to know that the
CompatibilityJSegregationTable is used to determine if a
dangerous good shipped by air transportation may be
stowed next to another dangerous good.

Table 4
ComDarison of Ouestion 10 Results
Number responding
81
91

Categories
Civilian
Military

The data in Table 4 resulted in a chi-square value of
0.200558. With one degree of freedom the chi-square value

equated to a 34.57 percent confidence level that the data
were different. Therefore, there was no difference in the
knowledge level of civilian and military personnel.
Question 11on the achievementtest asked the respondent
to accwately acknowledge if a requirement exists for
recurring trainingfollowinginitial HAZMAT or dangerous

Number correct

Percentage correct

79
88

97.5
96.7

goods certification. One hundred percent of both groups
answered this question correctly indicating no difference
between the two groups.
Question 11 on the achievement test also asked the
respondent to accurately identify what the frequency of
recurring training is after initial certification.

Table 5
Com~arisonof Ouestion 11 Results

b

Categories
Civilian
Military
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I

Number responding
81
91

Number correct

Percentage correct

80
88

98.8
96.7
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The data in Table 5 resulted in a chi-square value of
1.38197. With one degree of freedom the chi-square value
equated to a 76.02 percent confidence level that the data
were different. Therefore there was no statistical difference
between the two groups. In addition, it was determined that
one civilian and two military respondents incorrectly
identifiedthe frequencyof recurringtraining asa 12-month
rotating cycle. These individuals were further identified as
employees with less than 12 months experience as
dangerous goods handlers. In other words, they had not
been employed long enyugh to require accomplishing
recurring training. One military mpondent was also
identified as having between 12 and 24 months as a
dangerous goods handler. It is not clear if the individual
had been employed long enough to require recurring
training. Therefore, 1100 percent of the military and
civilians who would have been subject to recurrent training

knew the correct answer.
Available demographic data enabled the further
classification of respondent data. While tabulating the
numbers, the researchers noted a large variation between
categories of civilianmpondents in relation totheir type of
employment. Achievement test Question 1 asked
respondents to best describe their employment condition.
Possible choices included military HAZMAT handler,
civilian dangerous goods handler not employed by an
airline, and civilian dangerous goods handler employed by
an airline. Achievement test Question 4 asked the
respondent to correctly recognize the steps required to
properly identify a hazardous substance for air shipment.
Responses from these questions were combined to
determine if there was a statistical difference based on the
type of civilian employment.

Table 6
C O I ~ . M ~of~Question
S O ~ 4 Based on Twe of Civilian Em~lovment
Categories
Civilian airline
Civilian non-airline

Number correct
36
33

Number responding
38
43

The data in Table 6 resulted in a chi-square value of
18.1298. With one degree of freedom the chi-square value
equated to a greater than 99.99 percent confidence level
that the data were different. For the most part, dangerous
goods cargo is delivered to the carrier (airline) by a
certified shipper or freight forwarder. Therefore, the
majority ofthe dangerous goods arrive with all the special
handling procedures (i.e., documentation, certification,
marking and labeling) having been complied with. It is
possible the differences resulted because the civilians
employed by the airlines are less frequently required to
accomplish the identification and certification process.
They may act more like a quality control to the process

Percentage correct
94.7
76.7

rather than actually performing the cert35cation
themselves.Therefore, the frequencywith which dangerous
goods handlers not employed by an airline receive and
certify dangemus goods gave them a slight advantage wer
dangerous goods handlers employed by an airline.
Using civilian demographic data from Question 1, the
researchers noticed a large variation between civilians
employed and not employed by an airline concerning
labeling information. Question 9 asked respondents to
correctly acknowledge which labels required the hazard
class of the dangerous goods being shipped by air
transportation.

Table 7
ComDarison of Ouestion 9 Based on Twe of Civilian Emvlovment
Categories
Civilian airline
Civilian non-airline
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Number responding
38
43

Number correct
35
32

Percentage c o r n
92.1
74.4
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The data in Table 7 resulted in a chi-square value of
16.4488. With one degree of freedom the chi-square value
equated to a greater than 99.99 percent confidence level
that the data were different. Therefore, those respondents
not emplayed by an airline better understood the labeling
information.Normally, dangerous goods cargo is delivered
to the carrier (airline) by a certified shipper or fieight
forwarder. Therefore, the majority of the dangerous goods
arrive with packaging and certification, to include label
marking, already complied with. civiliansemployedby the
airline are less hquently required to accomplish the
marking and certification process. They act more as a
quality control to the process rather than actually
performing the certification themselves. Therefore, the

frequency with which dangerous goods handlers not
employedby an airline receive and certify dangerous goods
give them a slight advantage of repetition over dangerous
goods handlers employed by an airline.
While tabulating the data, the researchers also noted a
differencebetween military and civilian respondents based
on their experience levels. Achievement test Question 2
asked respondents their length of employment as a certified
dangerous goods handler. Possible answers included less
than 12 months, 12 to 24 months and greater than 24
months. Achievement test Question 4 asked the respondent
to correctly recognize the steps required to properly identify
a hazardous substance for air shipment.

Table 8
C o m v h n of Ouestion 4 Based on Less than 12 Months of Em~lovment
Categories
Civilian
Military

Number responding
17
36

The data in Table 8 resulted in a chi-square value of
12.8516. With one degree of freedom the chi-square value
equated to a 99.97 percent confidence level that the data
were different. Therefore, the military personnel with
limited experience better understood the steps required to
properly identify a hazardous substance for air shipment.
Following initial dangerous goods certification, the
majority of military HAZMAT handlers proceed directly to
an operational unit and begin accomplishing these duties
with complete authorization and little or no supervision.
Conversely, civilian dangerous goods handlers enter
employment at the entry-level position and frequently have

Number correct
13.
33

Percentage correct
76.5
91.7

limited authority to accomplish certification procedures
until after a lengthy over-the-shoulder review from a
supervisor. For this reason military HAZMAT handlen
with less than 12 months employment will accomplish the
actual certification process more frequently and with
limited supe~soryinvolvement more often than civilian
dangerous goods employees do with less than 12 months
employment. This affords the military population with less
than 12 months of employment to have a slight advantage
over the civilian population.

Table 9
Cornmison of Ouestion 4 Based on Greater than 24 Months of E m ~ l m e n t
Categories
Civilian
Militarv
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Number responding
40
32

Number correct
37
24

Percentage correct
92.5
75.0
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The data in Table 9 d t e d in a chi-square value of
16.333. With one degree of f k a b m the chi-square value
equated to a greater than 99.99 percent confidence level
civilianswith more
that the data were different. -ore,
than 24 months of experience better understood the steps
required to properly identify hazardous materials for air
shipment. As civilian dangerous goods handlers gain
experiencetheir Prpaciency increases.To a certain degree,
the same dynamics occur with the military HAZhUT
handler. However, military HAZMAT handlers have a
greaterpotentialto get assigned additionalduties oncetheir
experience incrass, br they get promoted ~hese
additional duties do not normally include continuing to

maintain proficiency as a HAZMAT handler. The
supervisory, non-technical role comes quicker in the
military environment than in thecivilian environment.For
these reasons military respondents with greater than 24
months experienceas a HAZMAT handler scored poorera
achievementtest Question 7 thancivilian respndentswith
the same amount of experience.
Using the same demographic results with respect to
length of employment, achievement test Question 7 asked
what specificmarkingis w o n dangerouscargobeing
shipped by air tramportation.

Table 10
ComDarison of Ouestion .7Based on Less than 12 Months of E m ~ l o ~ l e n t
Categories

Civilian
Militam

Number responding
17
36

The data in Table 10 resulted in a chi-square value of
15.1037. With one degree of M m the chiaquarevalue
equated to a 99.99 percent confidence level that the data
=re different. Again, there was a
in the
knowledge level of military and civilian personnel with
limited experience with the military personnel having the
h i g h percentage of correct answers
Following initial dangerous goods certifcation, the
majority of military HAZMAT handlersproceed d k d y to
an operational unit and begin accomplishing these duties
with complete authorization and little or no supervision.
Conversely, chilian dangerous goods handlers enter
employment at the entry-level position and frequently have
limited authority to accomplish certification procedures
until after a lengthy over-the-shoulder review from a
supervisor. For this reason HAZMAT handlers with less
than 12 months employment will accomplish the a d
certification process more fresuently and with limited
supervisory involvement more often than civilian
dangerous goods employees do with less than 12 months
employment This affords the military population with less
than 12 months of employment to have a slight advantage
over the civilian population.

~~
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Number correct
14
35

Percentage correct
82.4
97.2

SUMMARY

It is not uncommon to have civilian airline passengers
occupy seats and have dangerous goods secured below in
the cargo hold It is also not unusual to have military
passengers occupy seats adjacent to secured HAZMAT
cargo where space permits (not all types of military aircraff
havesepiuateconfigurationlevelstos h i e l d ~ f r o m
cargo). One ofthe most important safety featuresbetween
these passengers and a hazardous material caused disaster
is the training of the hazardous material specialists who
classified, packaged, labeled, and loaded the hazardous
cargo on the aircraft. Although this was a p r e b i m y
study, conducted in a single geographical location, the
resultsare clear. The nature of the training the military and
civilians receive prior to being certified is diffWst.
However, the data indicate that both methods are effective.
The only differences found occurred when the length of
time an individual had been doing the job was taken into
consideration and when the nature of the civilian job
performed was considered. 0
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY
INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate your

1. W h i c h ~ n s e b e s t ~ b e s y o u r c u r r e n t
employment condition?
a. Military HAZMAT handler
b. Civilian Dangerous Goods handler but not
employed by an airline
c. Civilian Dangerous Goods handler
employed by an a w e
2. Which statement best descriis the length of time
you have been employed as a HAZMAT or
dangerous goods handler?
a. Less than 12months
b. 12 to 24 months
c. greater than 24 months
3. Have you ever received both military and civilian
HAZMAT or Dangerous Goods training?

a. Yes
b. No
4. What are the steps required to properly identify a
hazardous substance for air shipment?
a. The item must be identified in the
Hazardous Substance Table; and, must
equal or exceed the Reportable Quant~ty
located in the Hazardous Substance Table
b. The item must be identified in the
Hazardous Substance Table and the
Hazardous Materials Table
c. The item must include a Class 1 Explosive
or Class 4 Flammable Solid
5. What form is used to certify or document hamdous
materials or dangerous goods for air shipment?
a. ShippersDeclamtion
b. Dangerous Goods Receipt
c. Hazardous Materials Receipt
6. Which response best identifies the regulation(s)
used for marking, labeling, and certifying
HAZMAT or dangerous goods for air shipment?
a. Title 49 CFR, IATA, and ICAO
b. Title 40 CFR and IOPA
c. NATA
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ponse by circling the c o m t answer.

7. What marking is r e q d on cargo being shippedby
air musportation if the item is a hazardous substance?
a. Reportable Quantity (RQ)
b. Indicated Quantity (IQ)
c. No marking required
8. Unless excepted, each person who offers a HAZU4T

or dangerous good in a non-bulk packaging for air
transpodon shall mark the package with?
a. Hazard Class and Packaging Group
b. Hazard Class and Identification (ID/UN)
Number
c. Proper Shipping Name and Identification
(n,mNwnber
9. With reference to labeling requirementsfor HAZMAT
or dangerous goods for air transpoaation shipment, the
hazard class will be displayed on the lower comer of

which label(s)?
a. Primary and Subsidiary Labels
b. Primary Hazard Label
c. Subsidiary Label
10. The table used to determine if HAZMAT or dangerous

goods shipped by air tramportation may be stowed
next to each other is?
a. Compatibility/SegregationTable
b. Hazardous Materials Table
c. Reportable Quant~tyTable
11. Is there a requirement for retuning trainhg following
initial HAZMAT or dangerous goods certificationfor
air transportation? If so, what is the frequency?
a. Yes,recurrent training is required every 24
months following initial certification.
b. Yes,recurrent training is required every 12
months following initial certification.
c. No, recurrent training is not required
following initial certification.
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